Participants in retirement plans need choice and need help. Participants in retirement plans often are way too conservative or way too aggressive when left to their own devices. This does not mean the government needs to force them to invest a certain way. We need to get rid of red tape instead of add more. We also need to preserve choice. This will allow advisors to continue to help smaller asset clients. The choices should be the same no matter how much money you have. If this rule goes into effect it is a certainty that smaller accounts will get no attention. When left without help, the most vulnerable will make the biggest mistakes. Their is a huge value that ethical advisors provide. We just need to get rid of the bad advisors faster by enforcing the rules. We have to be practical...advisors want to help those that need help but they will go where the money is and if there is no way to earn money on smaller accounts, those people will not get helped.

Ultimately, I don't believe this is a rule that should be adopted. I think congress needs to pass a bill that is an all encompassing fiduciary standard no matter what type of account someone has. The fact that you may be pushing congress to act is a good thing and I hope you succeed. I hope this rule does not succeed.